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While the Internet provides people with convenience, it also comes with security concerns. Users can more easily form groups,
distort facts, and contribute to some sensitive topics on the internet. As a result, identifying and analyzing users’ online
behaviors are critical. This paper creates a new Internet TV industry ecosystem using DM (data mining) technology. The
recommendation system model is established based on data from users’ on-demand viewing behavior across the entire
network, and the functions of various system modules and their coordination ability are described in detail. The evolution of
users’ online time is examined, providing data to support and explain the prediction analysis of users’ click behavior and the
analysis of users’ search intent. The type of web page that the user clicks on can reveal the user’s behavior tendency.

1. Introduction

With the development of digital technology, all services such
as voice, image, and data transmission in three modern com-
munication forms (telecommunication network, broadcast
TV network, and computer Internet) can use common
language, and therefore, telecom industry, broadcast TV
industry, and computer industry with distinct industrial
boundaries have common essential characteristics, that is,
digital characteristics. As a result, the cores of the three net-
works converge and the boundaries are blurred, resulting in
the phenomenon of “three networks merging” [1, 2]. In any
case, cable TV operators have the best HD live channel com-
munication capability. Simultaneously, most cable TV oper-
ators launch rich on-demand content services based on this
model [3]. The rapid development of Internet information
technology has resulted in the emergence of a slew of new
media, including mobile media and mobile TV, which have
had a significant impact on traditional media. It is critical
to reform the traditional media.

Media integration, the general trend, and the integration
of various media in technology, content, and market have
brought great impact to traditional TV, which is facing a
new reconstruction from the concept, mode, and channel

of communication. Convergence media not only changed
the communication pattern but also gave birth to the new
industrial chain and new profit model of media industry,
which will bring new products and services and new market
opportunities [4, 5]. Compared with traditional TV, Internet
TV users can leave data such as identity characteristics,
interest preferences, and behavior tracks when watching
TV, which provides data basis for Internet TV operators to
analyze users. Through DM (data mining) technology [6],
users’ related information can be found and analyzed. Simi-
larly, through DM technology, need to know more about
hobbies, education, occupation, gender, and so on of specific
commodity buyers. Through this technology, targeted
advertising for users can be realized, so that the reporting
rate and effect of advertising can be improved, and the mar-
keting investment of enterprises can get the best results. So
as to have a deeper understanding of users’ intentions and
interests, tap potential users, predict users’ behaviors, and
serve users more pertinently [7]. Through users’ personal
characteristics and interests, it provides data support for per-
sonalized marketing strategies, so as to achieve better recom-
mendation effect.

In general, smart TV users are younger and have a
higher level of education, while their family income is
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relatively high, implying that they have greater purchasing
desire and power [8]. When “smart technology” and “Inter-
net thinking” infiltrate the TV industry, they disrupt the
inherent ecology of the industry’s stable structure, hastening
the deconstruction and transformation of the traditional TV
industry model. In the game of gene recombination and dif-
ferentiation, the Internet TV industry ecology is constantly
revealing its full outline [9]. Starting with the Internet TV
industry ecosystem’s innovation, this paper investigates
how TV media can break through traditional management
modes in the context of convergence media, as well as the
path and characteristics of current TV profit model innova-
tion, in order to better guide TV practice.

2. Related Work

The value theory holds that the business model is the logic
or way for enterprises to create and realize value. For exam-
ple, literature [10] points out that business model describes
the value creation logic behind the actual business process
of a business system. Literature [11] holds that all enterprise
activities are not only a series of value activities but also
orderly “transaction” activities. Literature [12] holds that
the basic meaning of business model is the basic logic of
enterprise value creation. Literature [13] holds that business
model is the only mixture of enterprise value flow, revenue
flow, and logistics. Literature [14] holds that “new media is
the communication medium for all people to interactively
deliver personalized digital composite information to the
public in real time.” Literature [15] indicates that “compared
with traditional media, the essential feature of new media is
the carrier of information dissemination by means of com-
puters.” It is considered that “business model is the synthesis
of enterprise value flow, income flow and logistics.” Litera-
ture [16] holds that business model is an institutional system
for an organization to integrate many stakeholders to obtain
excess profits on the premise of clarifying external assump-
tions, internal resources, and capabilities. All-media in a
broad sense refers to the comprehensive application of
media form, media generation, and media communication.
All-media in a narrow sense refers to the communication
concept based on the development of modern science and
technology and media integration, which integrates tradi-
tional media and emerging media in many aspects [17].

The innovation of media profit model under the back-
ground of convergence media is the focus of current theoret-
ical circles and press circles. Especially on the research of
profit model, many foreign experts and scholars studied
early and deeply and formed many original theories. Litera-
ture [18] holds that the core of enterprise profit is also the
function of value chain design and application, and every
enterprise is an assembly of various activities in the process
of designing, producing, selling, distributing, and assisting
its products. All these activities can be represented by a value
chain. Literature [19] holds that a complete business model
system includes profit model, positioning, business system,
key resources and capabilities, free cash flow structure, and
enterprise value.

People can now easily and quickly obtain the informa-
tion they require on the Internet, thanks to the rapid devel-
opment of the Internet industry and the increasing level of
informatization in various fields in recent years. As the
Internet has grown in popularity and information technol-
ogy has advanced, a large amount of data has accumulated
on the Internet. Literature [20] used crawling technology
to collect more accurate Twitter data than previous studies
and investigated the topology structure of the Twitter net-
work, user ranking method, hot topic propagation mode,
and other aspects, resulting in a quantitative analysis of the
Twitter network and its information distribution. Literature
[21] examines Twitter users’ emotions and attitudes toward
television programming, as well as the feasibility of gather-
ing TV viewers’ cognitive behaviors about programming
from online social media. Literature [22] proposes a model
of TV audience ratings and investigates the problem of view-
ing competition among multiple TV stations using this
model. Literature [23] proposed a semi-Markov model-
based method for describing user behavior. The main goal
of these analysis and modeling studies is to better under-
stand or predict the audience’s media contact behavior, as
well as to improve services like program recommendation
and content scheduling on television and the internet.

At present, under the condition of convergence media,
the innovation research and development practice of TV
media business model are still in the exploratory stage, so
there are few theoretical documents. By combing the previ-
ous literature, the existing research results will not be able
to provide good suggestions for the problems faced by
China’s TV media industry in the profit model. Therefore,
it is of great value and significance to explore the innovation
of the Internet TV industry ecosystem under the condition
of convergence media.

3. Research Method

3.1. Behavior Analysis of Internet TV Users Based on DM
Technology. Driven by objective technical factors such as
the popularization of Internet broadband, the improvement
of network speed, and the popularization of intelligent net-
working equipment, the public’s media usage habits and
consumer demand have undergone tremendous changes.
Video content providers can directly provide video, games,
and other information content services to users through
the Internet without having to build a physical network.
The media terminals are mainly smart TV integrated
machines and smart set-top boxes.

At the same time, in such a big environment as China,
traditional TV media also plays the role of political propa-
ganda. Therefore, the problems of marketization and indus-
try barriers have always existed, which has a certain blocking
effect on the rapid development of traditional TV industry in
China, and also restricts the change of business model. It is
the existence of this kind of system that leads to the relatively
fixed market model of TV media, its flexibility cannot keep
up with the demand of the consumer market, the inaccurate
positioning of some TV stations, and the lack of professional
content of channels to attract consumers, which leads to the
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low general sense of identity of consumers, and the partici-
pation of other new media in customer competition, which
leads to a decline in attention and a serious loss of
customers.

The study of DM technology is useful in a variety of
fields, including the Internet, financial management, busi-
ness decision-making, and retail business activities. DM
and analysis technology are used in a variety of fields, but
they are most commonly used in commercial fields such as
banking, telecommunications, and the Internet. This chapter
uses this as a starting point, building the DM algorithm
model and providing scientific data support and basis for
the company's business departments to make user personal-
ized service decisions, based on the entire network data of an
Internet TV operator, through the DM method, with the
theme of analyzing users' browsing and viewing behavior,
and with the purpose of focusing on user service and two
problems to be solved. The capacity to acquire client data
and other data via the Internet has become both a required
and sufficient prerequisite for personalized intelligent rec-
ommendation. Currently, recommendation algorithms are
evaluated based on the accuracy of recommendation results
and other related evaluation criteria, but the entire intelligent
recommendation system is not evaluated in the true sense,
particularly in terms of personalized recommendation
degree, user acceptance degree, persistence degree, and so
on. The intelligent recommendation system’s evaluation is
one-sided, and there is no comprehensive evaluation.

As the foundation of intelligent recommendation sys-
tem, data warehouse provides basic data support for data
mart, analysis and statistics, DM, and other applications on
the basis of integrating relevant business system data. IT is
a very complicated IT system. In the process of modeling
in reality, data models are established and subdivided in turn
by using the thinking of multilayer modeling (Figure 1).

User’s online time refers to the time when the user node
joins the channel once and leaves the channel, which reflects
the time when the node stays in the channel once. The mea-
sured data of this study is a series of snapshots that are con-
tinuous in time:

S = s0, s1,⋯,sNf g: ð1Þ

si represents the ith snapshot. For each measured node p,
find the corresponding snapshot subsequence:

S = sn, sn+1,⋯,sn+if g: ð2Þ

It means that the node p was found for the first time in
the nth snapshot, and it was included in the subsequent i
snapshots until the node disappeared in snapshot sn−1+1.

Currently, Internet TV is primarily based on a peer-to-
peer (P2P) architecture, with each node user acting as both
a client and a server. It is necessary to create user nodes
and accept data packets from neighboring nodes in order
to obtain the network’s overall topology. The number of
users joining P2P PTV networks per unit time is referred
to as the arrival rate of users. The user arrival rate is an
important metric for analyzing P2P network dynamics and

user behavior. As shown in the formula, determine the user
arrival rate at t time:

At =
Nt+1 −Nt

Tt+1 − Tt
, ð3Þ

where Tt represents the acquisition time of the t-th snapshot
and Nt is the number of users in the t-th snapshot. In this
paper, the time interval is in minutes, that is, At represents
the arrival rate of users per minute.

In the P2P TV system, the user arrival behavior is highly
related to the program arrangement of the channel. When
the channel starts to play popular programs, a large number
of user arrival events usually occur in a short time, which
leads to the so-called flash crowd phenomenon. Remember
that the coverage network corresponding to the snapshot is

G = V , Eð Þ, ð4Þ

where V = fvi,wig, i = 1, 2,⋯,N is the node set of the over-
lay network, wi is the node weight, and the initial weight of
each node is 1. Each node has a corresponding latitude and
longitude coordinate attribute. eij represents the edge from
node vi to node vj, and E = feijg is the edge set of the overlay
network. D represents the distance operator between nodes,
and K represents the merging threshold. The simplified
algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

According to these training and working characteristics
of DBN (deep belief network), this paper uses this algorithm
to classify and model, and analyze users’ web clicks and
other behaviors. The essence of DBN classification predic-
tion model is to improve the accuracy of classification and
prediction by establishing a model with many hidden node
layers and using a large number of unsupervised training
data to learn the characteristics of data. To sum up, the tech-
nical means of multiple hidden layers in deep learning algo-
rithm is adopted to improve the prediction accuracy.

SVM is a supervised classification algorithm based on
statistical theory. It can improve the generalization ability
of learning model by satisfying the minimum structural risk
and minimize the empirical risk and confidence range, so as
to obtain good statistical rules with less statistical samples.

Compared with DBN classification system, SVM (sup-
port vector machine) is a mature binary classification model
[24]. SVM consists of input layer data and output layer.

Entity relationship diagram

Key based DBMS modelmodel

Key
based
model Full attribute

model
Transformation

model

Figure 1: Hierarchical model of data warehouse.
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Compared with the complex training process of DBN, SVM
has a simpler and faster training process.

Suppose a binary classification problem with N training
data samples, each data sample is represented as a binary
ðxi, yiÞði = 1, 2,⋯,NÞ, where xi corresponds to the attribute
set of the ith sample. At the same time, specify yi ∈ f−1, 1g
as its class label, so the decision boundary of a linear SVM
can be written as follows:

w ⋅ x + b = 0, ð5Þ

where wb is the parameter of the model.
However, SVM puts forward a higher requirement based

on this condition: the edge of its decision boundary must be
the largest. To meet this requirement, then there is to mini-
mize the following objective function:

f wð Þ = wk k2
2 : ð6Þ

For nonlinear SVM model, the kernel function is used to
transform the given data set. Find the linear decision bound-
ary after transforming the space, so that the corresponding
class contains all data instances belonging to the class. In
the new space, the linear decision boundary should have
the following formula:

w ⋅Φ xð Þ + b = 0: ð7Þ

SVM algorithm is the main comparison algorithm of
user behavior analysis module, which is used to verify the
accuracy of the model. At the same time, it is also the main
modeling algorithm of the intention prediction module,
which completes the user intention prediction.

Establish two binary classification models, DBN classifi-
cation system and SVM, respectively. After the experimental
verification, with the increase of categories to be classified,

the time efficiency and accuracy of “synchronous voting”
are obviously higher, so this model is used here to realize
multiclassification of “voting system.” The multiclassifier
system is shown in Figure 3.

3.2. Construction of TV Industry Ecosystem. The innovation
of TV industry ecosystem should be based on market
demand and actively use technological changes, strive to
overcome various adverse factors such as policy limitations
and local monopoly, do a good job in its own market posi-
tioning, focus on combing the value chain, and then imple-
ment optimization and extension, build its own strong
cooperation network, rationally design the cost and profit
distribution structure, and finally realize the sustained win-
win situation of enterprise value and customer value.

The implementation of regional management is an
important way to solve this problem for the fragmented
radio and television media industry. The first premise of
the three networks’ integration is that radio and television
will create a national network, establish a national network
company, and manage regional networks. Acting according
to the laws of the market economy is a basic principle in a
market economy, and market-oriented means are unques-
tionably the most fundamental means of network integra-
tion. However, market regulation is lagging, and the means
of complete marketization will have an impact on network
integration efficiency. At the same time, a significant portion
of network integration resistance stems from the obstruction
or competition of government administrative forces at all
levels and localities, so strong administrative intervention
is a necessary means of breaking through resistance and pro-
moting network integration quickly. Make all localities
understand the value of lowering operating costs, improving
network competitiveness, establishing proper operating
strategies, improving industrial system and layout through
the scale effect of network integration, and encourage them
to join the regional network.

The diversification of consumer demand leads to the
diversified development of TV program products. Profes-
sional channels should take this major as the theme pro-
gram, the theme program occupies the main time period of
the channel, and other programs can be relayed in other
parts of the time period. If the audience market positioning
of the professional channel is too large, it will lead to the
channel being unspecific and easy to be understood as a
“quasi-comprehensive” channel, which is contrary to the
original intention of the professional channel. If the profes-
sional channel’s program production capacity and program
content cannot satisfy the audience, it will still lead to the loss
of the audience and the decline of attention. Therefore, it is
necessary to improve the professional channel’s program pro-
duction capacity and program quality, closely follow the
theme content of the professional channel, form a certain
brand influence, and provide more services for the audience.

The main elements of the Internet industry ecosystem
gradually integrate each participant’s resources into high
value-added services for consumers through interaction
and close linkage and constantly expand the brand-new
business model and industry commercial value. The

Measure the distance D
between node pairs

Is D less than the
threshold K

Delete one of the nodes

Delete a circular edge
that leaves a point

End

N

Y

Figure 2: Topology pretreatment process.
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“hardware manufacturing thinking” that originally pervaded
the TV industry is completely subverted when Internet TV
injects “Internet thinking” into the industry. In the future,
Internet TV will only be able to gain more development
opportunities in this massive wave of network society evolu-
tion if it exhibits more revolutionary courage, pays close
attention to user needs, and relentlessly pursues the ultimate
design and product innovation.

For TV brand columns, the higher the loyalty of viewers,
the easier it is to turn into fans, and the business activities
based on fans will also bring unexpected economic benefits
to the columns. Build industrial chain and product chain,
carry out offline activity marketing, or develop new formats
and adjust industrial layout. The industrialized operation of
TV media starts from program planning, production, and
promotion and seeks profit opportunities in production pro-
cess and output mode. By exploring local resources to find
economic growth points, maximize the effective configura-
tion of products, services, channels, audiences, and other
internal media resources, and maximize the development
of external media resources, so as to establish a business
structure and business structure that are suitable for indus-
trial management and profit-oriented. The higher the
matching degree between internal and external profit ele-
ments of media, the greater the profit value.

4. Results Analysis and Discussion

The main work of the Internet intelligent recommendation
system is to provide customers with recommendations on
video programs, and the system serves VOD users. Users
are mainly those who use the recommendation system, and
they are also the main users in the viewing activities. Project

refers to providing video content and services to users in
VOD (video on demand) activities and also being recom-
mended users.

The average television viewing time in China has
increased in recent years and now stands at around 270
minutes. The average audience reaching rate, on the other
hand, has dropped dramatically, and the loss of loyal viewers
will have an impact on the effectiveness and benefits of tele-
vision commercials. As a result, there may be a decline in TV
advertising revenue in China in the future. Figure 4 depicts
the size of China’s television advertising revenue.

It can be seen that the advertising-oriented business
model is no longer in line with the development of today’s
times, and the advertising revenue crisis of traditional TV
media industry is beginning to become prominent. It is
urgent to change the business model, which can help enter-
prises to find profit space again and make the business
income model tend to be diversified.

Users can be divided into three categories according to
their online conversation duration: light viewers, moderate
viewers, and heavy viewers. According to the average con-
versation distribution of users, users whose conversation
duration is less than 10 minutes are defined as light viewers.
Users between 10 minutes and 100 minutes are defined as
moderate hand watchers. These users are normal viewers,
most of whom have their own fixed preferences and are keen
on their favorite programs.

Focusing on the potential needs of users with large
screens in living rooms, the Internet not only provides
high-definition TV programs but also provides users with a
brand-new mode different from the experience of computer
Internet and mobile Internet, making it the third-largest ter-
minal entrance to the Internet after computers and

A lot of training
words

The second
category of
keywords

First type of
keywords

Category n
keywords

Keywords
database 2

Keywords
database 1

Keywords
database
n (n-1)/2

Two classifier
2

Two classifier
1

Two classifier
n (n-1)/2

Voting summary

Classification
results

Keyword
extraction

Figure 3: Multiclassification system.
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smartphones. This makes Internet TV have the ability to
break free from the system shackles of traditional TV indus-
try value chain, and with the strong social industry penetra-
tion force of the Internet, a brand-new value chain system
with high openness and extensibility is constantly formed.

In order to study the users’ attention content and atten-
tion time, this paper analyzes the evolution of users’ online
time, which is still based on the data of three platforms:
PPLive, PPStream, and UUSee during the broadcast of a
TV program. Describe the evolution of users’ online dura-
tion as shown in Figure 5–7 with the characteristics of the
number of users at each time point within 24 hours.

From Figure 7, available around 20 : 00 in the evening,
the number of users increased slightly. In normal times or
on match days, which reflects that around 20 : 00 is the
prime time of a TV station. The evolution analysis of users’
online time can help decision makers adjust their strategies.
For example, if the TV station can know what TV content is
popular and when advertising is best, in this example, there-
fore, it is best to advertise around 20 : 00.

Because of the complexity and diversity of Internet TV
users’ behaviors, it is very difficult for researchers to accu-
rately analyze users’ behavior characteristics, which involves
the following processes: obtaining massive raw data, extract
data that can be used for analysis from massive Internet traf-
fic data; from these data, valuable characteristics and trends
are obtained.

Characteristic analysis of user behavior refers to analyz-
ing users according to their behavior characteristics when
using the Internet. Usually, users are classified into different
groups according to their characteristic data by using
methods such as classification or clustering, and targeted
services and marketing are carried out for users of different
groups, which can not only maximize benefits but also
improve users’ experience.

DM is a very important part in the analysis of user’s
behavior and intention. It is our aim to use reasonable
methods to DM the massive data so as to get accurate anal-
ysis and prediction results. In the following experiments and
analysis, use various DM algorithms to try to get the most
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accurate and meaningful results, such as deep learning algo-
rithm, association rule algorithm, and SVM.

The webpage information generated by users clicking on
webpages can be used to accurately classify webpages, and
then the user’s behavior tendency can be analyzed by the
category of users clicking on webpages. Therefore, the classi-
fication and identification of web pages clicked by users is an
important part of analyzing users’ behaviors and intentions.
Using the DBN classification prediction system, SVM
model, and literature [20] method, the same training data
and test data are modeled and predicted, respectively. For
each binary model, 10 repeated experiments of randomly

selected test data are conducted, and the prediction accuracy
is counted. The data results obtained are shown in
Figures 8–10.

From these figures, whether it is binary classification or
multiple classification, DBN classification prediction system,
SVM classification model, and literature [20] method can
achieve very high accuracy, but the DBN classification pre-
diction system is better.

At the same time, according to the previous introduc-
tion, the DBN system uses a large amount of unlabeled
unsupervised data for model pretraining and only needs a
few labeled data to fine-tune network parameters. For the
massive Internet TV user data, the amount of data that can
really get the tag is very small, and it is a process that
requires a lot of labor costs. If we can reduce the cost of this
part and improve the utilization degree and accuracy of the
data by continuously optimizing the system model, we will
be able to improve the efficiency of user data analysis.

The web page contains a large amount of text data, such
as the title, keywords, descriptions, and links. Especially, the
web pages of e-commerce websites contain a large amount of
descriptive information of commodities, which plays a very
important role for users who browse e-commerce websites
and influence their online business behaviors. By analyzing
these unstructured text information, model and predict the
user’s business intentions [4], and make user portraits, etc.

The accuracy of the DBN classification model is still very
stable and efficient in the case of decreasing data volume. In
the case of multiclassification, the final accuracy will fluctu-
ate due to the change of accuracy of two classifiers, but the
fluctuation is smaller when using the DBN model, and the
classifier effect is more stable. According to the click records
of each user, the types of the web pages clicked by that user
can be summarized. According to experience, the number of
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types of web pages clicked by each user is not unlimited, but
usually concentrated in several specific types. The user’s
behavior tendency can be obtained by the type of web page
clicked by the user.

5. Conclusion

It is not difficult to find that the explosive growth of Internet
TV actually coincides with the inherent development law of
the development of information society when we step out-
side of the TV industry ecosystem and examine the develop-
ment trend of Internet TV in the macroinformation society.
The intelligent recommendation system based on DM tech-
nology is primarily used in this paper to analyze the behav-
ior of Internet TV users. A user behavior analysis based on
the evolution of online duration is also proposed. We can
clearly understand users’ habits of watching programs at
various time periods, what they care about, and so on,
thanks to the intuitive chart. This mode gives users more
accurate information, which is important for the radio sta-
tion to adjust its broadcast content, broadcast time, and user
behavior monitoring.

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are
included within the article.
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